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Abstract: UAV technology is becoming increasingly mature and cheap. This recent cost reduction and performance improve-
ment means that these systems have become reliable and cheap enough to be viable for mass use by farmers and operators for
precision agriculture activities; such as disease identification, yield estimation and plant nitrogen monitoring.
A critical stage of this is the planning of the flight path which ensures complete image coverage of the region of interest.
If the field is a simple convex shape, then generating an optimal coverage path is hugely simplified by using a back and forth
Boustrophedon path. However, most fields have complex polygonal shapes, where planning the coverage path manually is non-
trivial, as operators may not have the correct skills and experience. This is why in this paper, we outline an algorithm to improve
the performance of survey path generation on complex ROI for mission planning software. The tools implemented in this paper
take into account environmental factors and aircraft dynamics. By decomposing these complex survey regions into many smaller
arrangements of manageable convex polygon survey regions, Boustrophedon paths can be used to cover them. By using a survey
model for calculation of flight time in a wind field, it is used to optimise the decomposition in order to lower flight time.
The fastest survey path is used to generate waypoints files to be used with a number of popular mission planning software
including: DJI PC Ground Control, Mission Planner, QGroundControl.
Key Words: Aerial Surveying, Remote Sensing, Polygon Decomposition, Coverage Path Planning, Boustrophedon paths, mis-
sion planning and ground control station.
1 Introduction
With advances in sensor and embedded hardware technol-
ogy, we are seeing a huge proliferation in the use of UAVs
across many applications. This includes the essential sec-
tor of agriculture. It has been shown that performing remote
sensing from a UAV is a cheap and effective way of gather-
ing GIS, and spectral image data of arable land. This data
can then in turn be turned into actionable information, e.g.
variable rate fertilizer of pesticide application. This could in
turn lead to the efficiency gains needed to keep feeding the
ever increasing population of Earth.
By affixing a small imaging system to either a small fixed
or rotary wing platform, this enables low-cost remote sens-
ing at low altitudes. They do not suffer from the same re-
strictive operational requirements of a manned aircraft, so
can be flown much more frequently. A single image from
low altitude will only cover a small area, but by taking a
number of images across a Region of Interest (ROI), they
can be stitched together using structure from motion pho-
togrammetry software into a geo-referenced orthomosaic or
Digital Elevation Model (DEM), which will give the desired
GSD over the whole area [1].
The task of generating a path that a vehicle’s coverage area
will pass over all points of the ROI is called Coverage Path
Planning (CPP). The simplest path that guarantees coverage
of an area is a parallel simple back and forth motion of the
vehicle along the long axis of the polygon. This is called
a Boustrophedon path, which translated from greek means
“way of the ox”. This is a simple, effective path when per-
formed within a simple convex polygonal area [2, 3]. All
that is required to construct this path is the ROI polygon,
the sweep angle of the paths’ cross track spacing determined
by the UAVs image footprint, and required lateral overlap.
Fig. 1 shows an example of a Boustrophedon path display-
ing the footprint of each photo and demonstrating that the
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Fig. 1: Example Boustrophedon path of a convex polygon,
showing the camera image footprints giving complete cover-
age. Sidelap 40%, overlap 40%. Notice the camera footprint
angle relative to its track, this is due to the wind correction
angle (crabbing) of the aircraft to stay on the track in the
presence of wind
whole ROI is covered.
While mission planning tools exist to guide a fixed wing
UAV on a path to image the entire Region of Interest (ROI),
most are woefully inadequate for complex polygonal ROI
shapes. It is reported in Finland that only 13% of fields are
convex [4], meaning that most arable farm fields will be too
complex for standard mission planners. Most survey mission
planners assume that the ROI is a simple polygon, and gen-
erate a Bousdphodon path for the convex hull of the ROI,
example shown in Fig. 2a. This oversimplification leads
to hugely increased flight times due to extended periods of
flight outside the ROI. This will be discussed in greater detail
in Section 2.
These planners are generally contained within Ground
Control Station (GCS) software, e.g. Mission Planner1,
QGround Control2 and DJIFlightPlanner3. These all enable
users to select the ROI which needs to be surveyed, and given
user entered flight, camera, and survey parameters, will gen-
erate a set of sub-optimal waypoints that can be uploaded to
the survey UAV.
If however, the ROI was decomposed into multiple
smaller convex polygons to be surveyed sequentially, this
would save huge amounts of time enabling operators and
farmers to be much less experienced. There are a number of
examples of polygon decomposition literature however they
tend to be for terrestrial activities e.g. ground vehicles, lawn
mowing and milling [5, 6]. There has been very little lit-
erature for fixed-wing UAV surveys, one of the few works
on a non Bousdphodon CPP meahod based on information
gain. While this guaranteed coverage, it gave increased flight
times. Also it requires a camera gimbal as the aircraft is in
turns for a large portion of the flight [7]. An example of a
simple concave ROI being decomposed into a smaller num-
ber of suitable convex polygons is shown in Fig. 2b.
This is achieved by first over-segmenting the polygon us-
ing trapezoidal decomposition [8], then recombining them
in accordance with the Boustrophedon Cell Decomposition
(BCD) detailed in [2]. As the trapezoidal decomposition is
always performed vertically, there will be a unique decom-
position for each rotation of the ROI polygon. This search
space can be searched to find the rotation and decomposition
which results in the lowest flight time.
The flight time for a given rotation can be calculated us-
ing previously developed techniques by this author. A flight
time survey model in a steady uniform wind field was devel-
oped and validated in [9]. In simulation wind was shown to
dramatically effect flight time, the simulation are presented
in [9], and in experimentally in [3].
From the convex ROI output from BCD, the path and
flight times can be calculated for each. Then each decom-
posed ROI be combined to give the path and the flight time
for the whole original concave area.
In section 2 commercially available autopilots, and GCS
are discussed, where their mission planning functions are
discussed in comparison to the proposed algorithm. In sec-
tion 3 CPP in wind is discussed. In Section 4 the extended
BCD algorithm is laid out. In Section 5 a few example ROIs
are decomposed and a CPP is generated. The survey flight
times for the proposed algorithm are compared to the previ-
ous GCS convex hull technique. In Section 6 some conclud-
ing remarks are made.
1http://ardupilot.org/planner/
2http://qgroundcontrol.com/
3http://www.djiflightplanner.com/
2 Ground control Stations & Survey UAV systems
There are a vast array of autopilot systems, some for hob-
byists e.g. Pixhawk4, Papparazzi5, ArduPilotMega6 etc. For
the commercial market, things are much the same e.g. Mi-
croPilot7 , Vector from: UAVNavigration or Skyciruits etc.
We will be discussing the use and integration with the hob-
byist autopilots, however CPP is just as useful to the com-
mercial products. However as all their software is propri-
etary, integration with them there can be difficult, due to un-
known path definitions and path following algorithms.
Ardupilot and PX4 autopilot software stacks (imple-
mented on ArdupilotMega or Pixhawk) both use a nonlin-
ear guidance logic for the path following [10]. A continuous
path is defined by sending the autopilots discrete waypoints
with latitude, longitude and altitude information. These way-
points can be generated and uploaded to the aircraft from
GCS software mission planning tools. The waypoints are
generated where the tracks intersect with the ROI [9], all the
GCS software in question use this technique.
Seen in Fig. 3 how a ROI and the parameters of the air-
craft, survey and camera are defined and entered into the
mission planning tab of the GCS. From this it will calculate
the camera footprint size and from that, define the distance
between the survey tracks.
As mentioned previously, the Boustrophedon paths are
optimal for convex polygons, however a concave polygon
with no maximum vertex count can be defined in all these
GCS. All GCSs that have been investigated simplify the con-
cave polygon to its convex hull and plans a path at a survey
angle (the rotational angle that all the parallel survey tracks
are relative to north). A convex hull is the subset of points in
Euclidean space that has the smallest set of points that create
a convex polygon [11].
QGround Control and Mission planner are designed to be
used with MavLink based rovers, multi/single rotary wing
aircraft, fixed wing aircraft and even boats. Their mis-
sion planning functions require the user to define the survey
angle, this adds another layer of expertise the user needs.
UCGS does the same, however the user can select the survey
angle or it can be snapped to the long axis of the polygon as
described in [12]. This is shown to minimise the number of
turns, where the minimum turns has been proven to minimise
flight time in zero wind in the same paper. DJIMissionPlan-
ner gives the user the ability to define the angle themselves
or have the program do a survey angle optimisation sweep to
find a more optimal mission. The user can select from three
cost functions: minimum flight distance, minimum turns and
minimum image count for total coverage.
Using the convex hull technique hugely simplifies the
problem from one that is NP-Hard, to one that only has one
solution for each survey angle, reducing the computational
time. For simple concave polygons for most cases, the ef-
ficiency loss is minimal, but for complex concave polygons
there can be huge flight time savings, discussed further in
Section 5.
4http://px4.io/
5http://paparazzi.enac.fr/wiki
6http://ardupilot.org/
7https://www.micropilot.com/
(a) GCS convex hull CPP technique (b) Proposed technique
Fig. 2: Comparison of example survey mission plan from GCS vs the BCD meahod
Fig. 3: DJIMissionPlanner Survey planner interface, selec-
tion of ROI, and user entry of camera, survey and aircraft
parameters
Fig. 4: QGround Control generates waypoints for the ROI
(green) where the parallel track intersect with the edge of
the ROIs convex hull
3 Coverage Path Planning
The most efficient path to cover a convex polygon is a
Boustrophedon path. These consist of back and forth mo-
tions at a particular survey angle across a ROI. This back
and forth path ensures total photo coverage. The path con-
sists of two different states of flight; the straight sweep paths
(when the photos are taken), and the turn manoeuvre used to
transition to the next sweep. This is laid out in detail in [9],
and such will only have a brief overview here.
The distance between tracks Dx needs to be found (also
shown in Fig. 1). If the user has a required Ground Sample
Distance (GSD), then Dx can be calculated below:
Dx = 2 tan(
fovx
2
)
(1− ws)NxGSD
fovx
(1)
where h is the height of the aircraft above the ground, GSD
is in mpix , fovx is the horizontal angular Field Of View (FOV)
of the sensor, Nx is the number of pixels the sensor has in
the horizontal direction.
The survey sweep angle (ψs) is the direction of the parallel
straight tracks. The angle is important in order to minimise
the number of turns needed. So to lower the search space
ψs is fixed to the angle of the long axis of the polygon. This
angle is calculated using a minimum area bounding box, cal-
culating its long axis angle as described in [9].
Sweep track lines are placed evenly across the ROI at in-
tervals of Dx, rotated by ψs, shown in Fig. 1. Where the
lines intercept with the ROI polygon, a waypoint is placed,
these waypoints define the start and end of the survey straight
line tracks. At the end of each track, the aircraft have to per-
form a 180◦ turn manoeuvre to get on the next survey track.
In order to calculate the total flight time in this convex sur-
vey, the geometry of the survey and the speed of the aircraft
must be known at all stages. As if path length and ground
speed is known, then flight time in each stage can be found.
This is fully detailed in [9] but has a brief overview in the
rest of this section.
3.1 CPP in wind
Wind can have a significant effect on small aircraft; the
windspeed experienced by a small UAV can easily be 50%
of the airspeed. As a result, it is vital to account for wind for
small survey UAVs as huge time flight time savings can be
gained
By assuming that the wind field is steady and uniform, ac-
counting for the wind is simply a matter of converting from
the wind frame to the ground frame. Using the wind trian-
gle, an equation for aircraft’s ground speed along the sweep
portion of the survey:
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Fig. 5: Trochoidal turn manoeuvre to transit between one
straight line survey track to the next.
Vg = V cos(arcsin((
Vw
V
) sin(ψwta)))) + (Vw cos(ψwta)
(2)
where V is the aircraft’s airspeed, and suffixw is wind speed,
g ground speed and ψwta is the aircraft’s relative wind angle
where ψwta = ψg − ψw. ψg is the ground track angle of the
aircraft.
3.2 Trochoidal Turn Paths
Detailed in [13] is a meahod to fly a minimum time turning
path in wind. It extends the Dubins path’s circular turns with
trochoidal shaped turns. Dubins paths consist of an initial
turn, a final turn and a straight tangential line between them,
seen in Fig. 5. The equations to generate the trochoidal ver-
sion of this are based on finding the angle of tangency be-
tween the trochoids of the initial turn and final turn. Details
on the specifics is laid out in [9].
The total time for the whole manoeuvre is the summation
of the time in both turns and in the straight tangent. Where
the time in the straight can be calculated for the length of the
line, and the ground speed of the aircraft as found from Eq.
(2). Where the time is calculated from the angle subtended
over the trochoid and its known constant turn rate.
If the time for all straight tracks, and turn manoeuvres are
summed together, the total time of the individual convex sur-
vey in wind can be calculated.
4 Polygon Decomposition
In order to minimise the flight time relative to the previ-
ous convex hull technique, only the area of the ROI polygon
needs to be surveyed. This means decomposing the con-
cave polygon into smaller convex ones that will be surveyed
using a Boustrophedon path. This is initially done using
trapezoidal decomposition. This over segments the polygon,
many of the new cells are to be recombined to give convex
and more efficiently surveyable polygons. This is done us-
ing spilt and merge points in the decomposed cells adjacency
graph. When a final decomposition has been obtained, the
long axis angle for each cell is calculated and using the sur-
vey model from Section 3, the path and flight time are cal-
culated. This is repeated for each desired polygon rotation
angle. The polygon rotation with minimum flight time is the
chosen decomposition and the final CPP can be generated.
Using a very complex concave ROI with 21 vertices, 9 of
which are concave is used here to demonstrate the full BCD
decomposition. Seen in Fig. 6 is the initial trapezoidal de-
composition segmenting it into 19 separate convex cells. The
undirected adjacency graph representing the connectivity of
each cell is also shown. The graph is used in the recombina-
tion phase.
There are a number of techniques that could be used in
the over-segmentation stage (triangular, visibility based, ap-
proximate decomposition), however the long narrow shape
of trapezoids lend themselves very well to efficient survey
paths. This is because the long narrow shape means less
wasteful turns are needed [12]. This plane sweep based
trapezoidal decomposition algorithm works by generating a
vertical sweep line at each vertex in the direction of increas-
ing x. New vertices are created where the sweep line inter-
sects with the polygon edges, which creates the new convex
polygons. An overview of this algorithm is detailed in [8].
Using a modified version of the BCD technique from [2]
many of the cells produced can be recombined. It is based on
splits and merges in the cell adjacency graph shown on the
right side of Fig. 6. For example, cells {1,6,7}, if surveyed
individually this would be inefficient, but if combined they
give a single larger convex polygon, which is a much faster
survey. These subgraphs can be determined by splits and
merges in the graph. It can be seen that there is a split in
the graph after node/cell 7. This means that the subgraph
{1,6,7} can be merged together to make a single polygon.
This polygon is shown in on the left image in Fig. 7 as cell
1. Continuing on to the next example subgraph of {8,12},
this is after a split and just before another split in the graph,
so these are merged into cell 4 in Fig. 7.
In order to expand the search space, the ROI polygon is
rotated initially, then decomposed, then rotated back to its
real world orientation after the decomposition is complete.
Note that the wind angle also needs to be rotated before the
survey model is applied to the decomposition. This is so its
relative angle to the polygon does not change. Each vertex
of the polygon must be rotated about polygon rotation angle
ψp. Let P be a polygon with nv verities ν = {v1, v2...vnv},
then P can be rotated as shown in Eq. (3), where Pr is the
rotated Polygon, P , and ψp is the angle of rotation.
Pr =
[
cosψp − sinψp
sinψp cosψp
]
P (3)
For each polygon rotation, the flight time for its BCD is
calculated, and the rotation with the minimum value is the
final decomposition and coverage path, as per Eq. (4).
T (ψp) = min
{
n∑
i=1
FTIW (ψp)
}
(4)
where T is total flight time, i is the current cell index, n
is the total number of cell after the initial decomposition and
FTIW is the flight time in wind function defined in Section.
3.
5 Simulation results
A direct comparison between the previous technique and
the proposed one is performed in this section. This is all
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Fig. 6: Left: Trapezoidal decomposition of complex concave
polygon, Right: cell adjacency graph. Merge/Split points for
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Fig. 7: Same survey simulation as Fig. 6, but a stronger 4
m/s westerly wind is used
performed with the survey model from Section 3, these nu-
merical simulations are computed in MatLab. The survey,
camera and aircraft parameters are as follows:
ψw = 180
◦ Vw = 2m/s V = 8m/s ψ˙ = 0.7rad/s
Dx = 33.7m ws = 0.6 h = 60m GSD = 0.0123
m
pix
(5)
As an example, the ROI from Fig. 4 as an example field
to survey. The BCD decomposition of this polygon is shown
alongside the convex hull meahod in Fig. 8. From the close
by launch point, the flight path for the best polygon rotation
was generated and the flight time calculated at 289.8 s, as
opposed to the significantly longer time of 390 s for the con-
vex hull technique. It is obvious that the reduction in total
coverage area is responsible for the reduction in flight time.
Any fixed wing aircraft would have no issue flying for an
extra 100s when the flight is only 7 mins. However when
the flight is much longer, the 25% flight time saving become
much more significant.
Furthermore if the ROI is much more complex, then the
proposed algorithm is essential as the flight would be pro-
hibitively long using the convex hull technique. For example
the polygon in Fig. 9 which has 10 concave vertices. Dur-
ing these long flights the aircraft is exposed to the wind for
longer, so its influence will be much greater. To show this
different wind conditions are also tested.
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Fig. 9: Complex ROI BCD Decomposition, and Convex Hull
path planning. All in a northerly wind of 2 m/s
For the more complex polygon in Fig. 9 the flight time is
reduced from 2522s for the previous convex hull technique
to 1980s for BCD which is over 8 mins, or 19% time sav-
ing. This simulation was rerun with double the windspeed at
4 m/s then rotated to be from the south. The stronger wind
raised the single convex hull solution flight time to 2817s
shown in Fig. 10. The flight time increased to 2295s for
the BCD solution, also the best rotation angle is 345◦. As
detailed in [9], sweep angles perpendicular to the wind have
a flight time advantage over surveying parallel to the wind
direction. This is why the algorithm tends to find lower
flight times for polygon rotations close to perpendicular to
the wind, which is seen in both examples. A summary of all
these results are in Table 1.
In order to re-integrate this with the GCS, discrete way-
points need to be generated. The position of the start and end
point of each straight line track can be used with a reference
latitude and longitude to define all the waypoints needed.
This is shown in Fig. 11.
6 Conclusion
All commercially available GCS software’s mission plan-
ning functions are inadequate to plan CPP missions for com-
plex polygonal ROIs. The convex hull simplification used
increases the flight time to acceptable levels in these cases.
This paper proposes a technique, to decompose the ROI into
a smaller more efficient shape for CPP. By using a previously
Table 1: Simulation Results
Simulation description Best Rotation Flight Time BCD Time Convex Hull
Simple Concave, Wind:2m/s 180◦ 20◦ 289.8s 390.6s
Complex Concave, Wind:2m/s 270◦ 40◦ 122s 2817s
Complex Concave, Wind:4m/s 180◦ 345◦ 2100s 2590s
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Fig. 10: Complex ROI BCD Decomposition, and Convex
Hull path planning. All in a westerly wind of 4 m/s
Fig. 11: CPP generated from proposed algorithm converted
into discrete waypoints to upload to the UAV from QGround
Control
developed survey in wind model, a minimum flight time op-
timisation can be preformed by decomposing the polygon at
different rotations. Wind is shown to be very important to
take account of.
The presented technique does not however guarantee
100% convexity, clearly seen in decomposed cell 5 in Fig.
7, but it does guarantee a reduction of the number of con-
cave vertices by at least the number of merge/split points. It
is guaranteed to have a smaller coverage area than the convex
hull technique.
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